
Musical Conversations
Learning Objective: Students will recognize inflection and intonation in 
conversation through identifying musical elements.

ACTIVITY (20-25 minutes)

1. Explain to students that we use musical elements to communicate with each other. 
Review these musical elements:

  MUSICAL ELEMENT SENTENCE TYPE/EMOTION CONVERSATION

  Pitch: Low to High Question Hello?

  Dynamic: Loud Exclamation Hi!

  Dynamic: Soft Whisper (I have a secret.)

  Tempo: Fast Excited Igotanewtoy!

  Tempo: Slow Sleepy I. Am. So. Tired.

2. Introduce Ring! Yo?  by explaining to students that they only 
get to hear one side of a telephone conversation between two 
friends. Then read the book. 

3. Explain that listening for the above musical elements during 
a conversation can help us understand what someone is 
communicating.

4. Go through the book again, this time pausing on each page to 
decide as a class what is said on the other line. Decide as a class 
if it should be said loudly/softly, fast/slow, or high/low (or combinations).  
Once you collectively decide, perform the word pair using call and response.  
e.g. Teacher: Ring! …  Students: Hello?

5. Explain that many musical compositions often sound like conversations.  
Show pictures of the violin and the viola. Point out how the viola is slightly larger 
than the violin and that it makes lower sounds.

6. Introduce “Presto” to the class by saying that the solo violin and solo viola will 
converse with each other. Ask the students to listen to how the violin plays the 
phrase first and then how the viola repeats it.

7. Listen to the piece and watch the instruments conversing  
(starting at 27:39 to about 30:00).

8. Discuss the piece: How did the violin and viola converse in call and response?  
What might they have been saying to each other?
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https://www.amazon.com/Ring-Yo-Chris-Raschka/dp/0789426145
https://youtu.be/Is1iKnLnRK0?t=1659


REFLECTION
1. Did the student listen and respond to aural cues (pitch, dynamics, tempo)?

2. Could the student identify how the violin and viola also had a conversation?

3. Could the student understand the relationship of music to conversation in everyday 
life?

EXTENSION
1. Review the musical elements: dynamics, pitch, and tempo.

2. Divide the class into pairs.

3. Ask each pair of students to create a 15-30 second telephone conversation. Remind 
the students to communicate effectively using loud/soft, fast/slow, and high/low 
words.

4. Distribute the rhythm instruments. Each pair of students should have two 
instruments. Students may also use body percussion, vocal sounds, and sounds from 
around the room.

5. Ask the students to make as many of the following sounds as they can make on 
their instruments: loud/soft, fast/slow, high/low. Give the students 15 seconds to 
experiment with their instruments.

6. Ask the student pairs to translate their telephone conversation into a musical 
conversation. One student starts with a sound, then the other responds. Ask the 
students to listen carefully to whether the response should be loud/soft, fast/slow, or 
high/low (or a combination)?

7. Continue the conversation to compose a short piece of music, 15-30 seconds.

8. Have each pair of students perform for the class.

9. Discuss the performances. How were these musical conversations like the telephone 
conversation between the friends in Ring! Yo?


